
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome back to school! If your 

schools are like ours, the new year often 

means new initiatives along with the 

new kids. Often I see my teachers 

struggling to adjust to the new policies 

and procedures, possibly to new 

teaching assignments, and the end result 

is stress. If you were able to attend the 

annual Fall Breakfast and hear Kylene 

Beers, you got the antidote! What a 

fabulous rallying cry to empower our 

students as literacy consumers. See 

Kristi Thaemlitz’s review of Notice and 

Note by Kylene and Robert Probst for 

her signposts for fiction, and watch for 

the October release of Notice and Note: 

Nonfiction. They are must-haves for 

your pedagogical shelf.  

And speaking of empowerment, as 

usual, our profession is facing constant 

change from policy makers. I really 

want that t-shirt that says, “Those who 

can, teach; those who can’t, pass laws 

about teaching.” As you work for your 

students, remember that so much of 

what we do inside the classroom is 

shaped by the events happening 

outside it. At the national level, 

NCLB is under review, and changes 

are expected. At the state level, 

things are buzzing! The 4th and 7th 

grade writing tests have a new 

design—one expository essay and a 

reduction in the number of multiple 

choice questions so it takes only one 

four hour day to complete. The 

ELAR TEKS are in the beginning 

stages of revision (see Diane Miller’s 

article on the process). Even the 

courts are involved as they make 

decisions about school funding.  

In order to do what is best for our 

students, we need to be proactive as 

citizens and as voters. When the 

TEKS open for public comment, 

read them and respond. Look at what 

candidates for all offices are saying 

about education. Talk to friends and 

relatives and let them know how 

their votes will affect you and the 

students you serve. Let your 

legislators know what you as a 

teacher expect from them. Be an 

advocate for yourself so you can 

better advocate for our budding 

readers and writers. 

Have a great school year! 

Kristen Stapp Nance 
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The WHACTE Fall Breakfast was great success!  Everyone learned from the profound teaching of    Notice and 

Note strategies by Kylene Beers and Bob Probst.  Thanks so much to Kylene for sharing  her wisdom. Special 

thanks to Krtisten Stapp Nance, Cathy Roth, the WHACTE board members, and all the volunteers for making it a 

great day! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               Kylene Beers presenting on Notice and Note 
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“Old Schema dies hard, but shift happens.” 

This was Kylene Beers’, past president of NCTE, “grabber” at the Fall WHACTE breakfast on 

September 12th at the Sugarland Marriott. She went on to say that the paradigm of LITERACY = 

READING and WRITING shifted in the 1990s. Guess why?  You guessed it: the internet! BUT, not 

because of the birth of social media, but rather because there was a shift from PRIVILEGE to 

EMPOWERMENT. Before internet, those who were literate were the privileged few. Now literacy is 

open to everyone giving EVERYONE POWER. 

With that food for thought, Kylene had us in her clutches! She explained very simply the difference 

between FICTION and NONFICTION: 

       FICTION-where the reader moves into the author’s world 

       NONFICTION- where the author moves into our world 

And with reference to her (and Robert Probst’s) book NOTICE and NOTE, she walked us through a 

guided lesson using the six question method of analyzing fiction. See the review of Notice and Note by 

Kristi Thaemlitz for a detailed discussion of this text. 

Later, she gave us a sneak peek at her new book coming in October READING NONFICTION. Again 

she walked us through a guided lesson using the five question method of analyzing NONFICTION. 

              1. Contrast and Contradictions- “What does this make me wonder about?” 

               2. Absolute and Extreme Language- “Why did the author use this language?” 

               3. Numbers and Stats- “Why did the author use these numbers?” 

               4. Quoted Words- “Why was this person quoted, and what did the quote add?” 

               5. Word gap- “Do I see any clues that might help me figure it out?” 

It wasn’t surprising that WHACTE members , new as well as veterans, ran to the vendors to grab those 

and other books she has written- WHEN KIDS CAN’T READ and ADOLESCENT LITERACY . And 

we’re all waiting anxiously to order our copy of READING NONFICTION as soon as it comes out this 

month! 

This annual event was also a great opportunity to browse the other vendors: 
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Bedford, Freeman and Worth Publishers; Blue Willow Books, Perfection Publishers, and visit the booth 

called TWEENS READ which highlighted 26 authors visiting  the Houston area in late September. 

While enjoying our breakfast provided by Marriott, we voted on the 2016 WHACTE officers and 

learned about two grant opportunities: 

     *   Mercedes Bonner Grant for  new teachers  

     *   Kent Williamson Grant for  veteran professionals  

See details about both grants in this newsletter. 

Thanks again, to our fellow teacher extraordinaire (from right here in Houston) Kylene Beers, who 

helped us leave this Saturday morning, empowered with all the tools of fiction and nonfiction we needed 

to return to school the following Monday ready to put them to work. Who could ask for anything better 

than that, right? 

 

Marilyn Melton is an Elementary Literacy Coach with The Village School. 
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Upcoming Houston Area Events 

 

The Region 4 Annual Reading and Writing conference is November 11, 2015.  

Region 4 is excited to welcome Donalyn Miller as the speaker for both the keynote and closing ses-

sion. Lunch will be provided for all registered guests. 

 

The Session ID is 1009932. The conference will take place from 8:00-3:45. 

The fee is $100 for participants and $40 for full-time undergraduate students.  

Please contact Terri Washington at twashington@esc4.net for information.  

  

Location: Region 4 ESC  

William McKinney Conference Center  

7200 Northwest 100 Drive  

Houston, Texas 77092-2096 
 

 

https://post2.esc4.net/owa/redir.aspx?C=JlLvtqJfM02Zowrx14yAeRM6rLCT2NIIyPGPI0BD9UoXT1J-EHZBn3YnktHSbbnxQVz3Elkkuq0.&URL=mailto%3atwashington%40esc4.net


Kylene Beers had a clear message at the WHACTE annual fall breakfast on September 12, 2015: 

students must be allowed to tolerate ambiguity and have opportunities to offer rather than assert, while 

exploring questions rather than always finding a fixed answer. As students read, they hypothesize and 

consider alternative positions and ask the “what if?” questions. As students are exploring and changing 

their minds from time to time as their evidence deepens, teachers provide the framework and classroom 

environment for “rigor and talk” to occur. Beers and Probst explore ways to cultivate critical reading 

habits that encourage attentiveness and independence in Notice & Note: Strategies for Close Reading. I 

first became familiar with this text in 2013. Since then, I have joyfully shared the signposts with students 

and teachers. Beers and Probst use solid theories to support the practical applications of six signposts 

that authors use to point the way for readers. The following signposts are presented in order of 

appearance with brief explanations:  

Contrasts and Contradictions – A point in the novel at which a character’s actions or thoughts 

contradict previous patterns of contrast with patterns the reader would normally expect. 

Aha Moments – Moments when a character’s sudden insight or understanding helps the reader 

understand the plot’s movement, the development of the character, or the internal conflict faced by 

a character. 

Tough Questions – When a character asks himself/herself or a trusted other tough questions. 

Words of the Wiser – The scene in which a wiser or older character offers a life lesson or advice to the 

protagonist. 

Again and Again – When an image, word, or situation is repeated, causing the reader to wonder about 

the significance of the repetition.  

Memory Moment – A scene is revealed that tells the reader something important about the character, 

theme, or plot. 

Beers and Probst found in their teaching of the signposts with students that when students were taught 

how to apply the signposts to their own reading, they began visualizing, predicting, summarizing, 

clarifying, questioning, inferring, and making connections. This book provides actual lessons and six 

anchor questions so that educators can see explicitly how they were used in classrooms with actual 

students. This book provides ample instructional ideas and strategies to help teachers foster rigorous 

reading and high levels of thinking in their classrooms. Perhaps it is best summed up with this Beers and 

Probst statement, “Just as rigor does not reside in the barbell but in the act of heavy lifting it, rigor in 

reading is not an attribute of text but rather of a reader’s behavior—engaged, observant, response, 

questioning, and analytical.” In addition to presenting the signposts and how to apply them in the 

classroom, the book emphasizes three commonalities among those “signposts”: stand out features in 

text, generalizable language, and insightful comprehension. 

A Review of Notice and Note by Kristi Thaemlitz 
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Each of the signposts has a chapter with scripts from lessons in the classroom, called “Classroom Close 

– Ups.” The expert commentary provided by Beers and Probst provides a rich and thorough explanation 

for teachers so that they can implement and use the signposts effectively in their own classrooms. This 

book does not leave teachers scrambling for additional resources and explanations. The thoroughness 

and attentiveness provided by the authors demonstrate that they understand what is needed by teachers 

to be successful when teaching their own students. The appendix provides teachers with a bonanza of 

helpful resources: surveys, signpost bookmarks, reading logs, and texts for teaching. This list is a small 

sampling of what teachers will find in the appendix.  

The six signposts identified by Beers and Probst are not unfamiliar concepts to most ELA teachers, but 

they are presented in a logical and engaging way with gradual release imbedded so that students will 

become more thoughtful readers. The strategies in this book are about students and allowing them 

opportunities to cultivate critical reading habits and the ability to work through their thinking, not just in 

ELA classrooms, but for the rest of their lives. The authors are releasing another book in October 2015, 

Reading and Nonfiction: Notice & Note Stances, Signposts, and Strategies. This new book is without a 

doubt going to provide yet another opportunity for educators to learn ways to challenge students to 

rigorously think about texts and find meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kristi Thaemlitz is an Education Specialist in Reading / Language Arts / Social Studies Region 4 

Education Service Center.  
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The Coalition of Reading and English Supervisors in Texas (CREST) met in late September in Austin. 

Teri Lesesne shared a review of reading research over the last 50 years, as well as her latest list of great 

reads for children, young adults, and adults. For the review and the list, go to http://

www.cresteducator.com/conference-materials-for-members.html.  

The second day included updates from TEA and ATPE and centered mostly on political news. The state 

and the federal governments are both generating changes in public education. NCLB is under review at 

the federal level, including AYP, testing, and accountability. At the state level, the school finance case in 

under review, and the court seems to be in the side of the school districts. We expect a ruling in 

February. If that happens, the governor will call a special session of the legislature to deal with the 

court’s decision. Meanwhile, the legislature has made decisions that affect CTE, CLEP and TSI. The 

State Board of Education is overseeing the revision of the ELAR TEKS. See Diane Miller’s article for 

the specifics on these. The TEA power point is available at the link above.  

The message in all of this is stay informed! Our ATPE representative, Brock Gregg, reminded us to pay 

attention. As the court makes it ruling, the state and federal governments review education policy, the 

elections heat up, and the SBOE reviews TEKS, we as teachers must be heard. The profit seekers are 

watching, we need to as well. In his words, “We don’t have money, but we have people. Vote your 

profession.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kristen Stapp Nance is a Secondary Helping Teacher with Fort Bend Independent School District. 
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Beginning in the 2009-2010 school year, English language arts and reading (ELAR) teachers began 

implementing a revised set of Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS).  We were asked to view 

skills in categorical ways and to teach general comprehension through the supplementary Figure 19.  

Although state education codes prohibit pedagogical mandates, the newly revised standards contained 

palpable hints of “teach like this.”  Despite the tumultuous birth of our new standards, ELAR teachers 

continued to do what was best for our students.  We worked hard to cultivate authentic reading and 

writing experiences.  We assessed formatively and meaningfully.  We crafted engaging instruction.   

Fast forward to October 2015.  Texas ELAR teachers find themselves again on the precipice of a TEKS 

revision process.  However, the feeling is markedly different this time.  The new chairperson of the 

Texas State Board of Education (SBOE), Donna Bahorich, was recently interviewed by the Austin 

American-Statesman.  Of note was a paragraph devoted to the upcoming ELAR TEKS revisions:   

That [Bahorich’s determination “to do more for the kids of Texas because they’re counting on 

us”] starts now with the board’s overhaul of the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills standards 

for English, language arts and reading.  We asked Bahorich how she would achieve consensus in 

a polarized climate.  To her credit, she is involving education professionals in the process early 

and says she is establishing an online platform so teachers can give input on drafts of standards 

as they emerge.  A first draft will come before the board in November. 

As of now, the SBOE has heard multiple testimonies from Texas’ ELAR teachers, and more testimonies 

are planned.  In addition to the “Expert Reviewers” (click here for a complete list and links to their 

initial review comments), representatives from the state’s literacy groups, including Texas Council of 

Teachers of English Language Arts (TCTELA), have been hard at work on a frameworks document to 

guide the efforts of the workgroups (click here for a list).  Furthermore, TCTELA commissioned a 

survey of nearly 1,000 Texas ELAR teachers.  The teachers were asked to describe their practices and to 

share their opinions of the current ELAR TEKS.  The voices of those teachers have been heard by the 

SBOE in the form of a research report written by researchers at Texas A&M University.  That 

information will also be provided to the TEKS workgroups.   

Now, let’s look ahead to November 2015.  The first draft of the revised ELAR TEKS will be made 

available for public comment later next month (approximately November 20th).  TCTELA is creating a 

online forum, tentatively titled “TCTELA TEKS Forum,” to gather Texas ELAR teachers’ opinions of 

the workgroup’s draft.  That is where WHACTE members can really make a difference.  Watch for an 

email inviting you to join the forum.  Follow the link, register, dream up a crafty pseudonym, and make 

your voice heard!  Review the posted draft.  Share comments in the “rooms” that will be divided 

according to the strands of the draft.  Follow the conversations.  Respond to others’ opinions.  Our 

thoughts will then be shared with the SBOE in January 2016.   

As other states are grappling with the one-size-fits-all approach of the Common Core State Standards, 

let’s actively show them how we do it in Texas.  We have the opportunity and the technological tool of 

the online forum to be heard.  The SBOE is listening, so let’s make sure we’re sharing our expertise and 

our passion for growing authentic readers and writers . 

 

 

Diane M. Miller is an Assistant Professor at the University of Houston-Downtown. 
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Like most teachers, I love a free resource.  And, if it helps me to immerse my students in the nuanced 

language and vivid images of poetry, all the better!  Here’s a list of some of my favorite poetry 

resources, which I hope you’ll explore with your students:   

Academy of American Poets (www.poets.org):  Emblazoned across the homepage are the words of 

Naomi Shihab Nye, the Academy of American Poets Chancellor, “One of the civic responsibilities 

of the poet in America today is to continue to encourage a sense of civility among us and a sense of 

curiosity about one another’s lives. ”  That should inspire you to incorporate more poetry in your 

lesson plans this week!  Speaking of lesson plans, check out the wealth of instructional ideas by 

clicking on the “materials for teachers” link.  In addition to the site’s longstanding “poem-a-day” 

emails, you’ll discover lesson plans, a monthly Educator Newsletter, a searchable anthology of 

poetry, and my newest favorite feature, the weekly “teach this poem” email.  A relevant visual 

piece, poem, and a few thought-provoking questions arrive by 7:00 a.m. each Monday morning to 

your inbox.  Genius! 

Poetry 180 (www.loc.gov/poetry/180):  Billy Collins, a Former  Poet Laureate of the United States, 

invites you to his project with these words:  “Welcome to Poetry 180. Poetry can and should be an 

important part of our daily lives. Poems can inspire and make us think about what it means to be a 

member of the human race. By just spending a few minutes reading a poem each day, new worlds 

can be revealed.”  Encouraging high school students to think about someone beside themselves?  

That’s enough to convince me!  The title covers the basics (yes, there are 180 poems, one for each 

day of the school year), but the site also offers Collins’s tips for implementing the program across 

the entire school.  He even offers specific guidance for how to read a poem aloud, and who 

couldn’t use a few pointers from a poet laureate? 

Favorite Poem Project (www.favoritepoem.org):  Speaking of poet laureates, here’s a contr ibution 

from Robert Pinsky, which was created during his term as the Poet Laureate of the United States.  

Pinsky intones, “By reading poems we love aloud, we can learn how much pleasure there can be in 

the sounds of words. It's as though saying the words of a poem aloud make one feel more able, 

more capable than in ordinary life.”  I’m convinced yet again that poetry empowers students to 

embrace their potential and transcend the ordinary.  Click on “For Teachers” at the top of the 

screen, and you’ll be greeted with Pinsky’s ideas for “revitalizing poetry in the classroom.”  While 

the Summer Institutes aren’t free, they are certainly affordable.  Scroll down further for the free 

stuff, like tools for creating a Favorite Poem Event at your school and lesson plans listed by grade-

level bands.  Make sure to also visit the “About the Project” area, where you can hear recordings of 

Americans (some of whom you’ll definitely recognize!) reading their favorite poems aloud.  

I hope you enjoy uncovering these poetic treasures, for yourselves and for your students.  The Internet 

is, of course, chock full of resources to assist you in your instructional planning, and I’ve only described 

three of them.  What are your favorites?  Gather them up and share them with your fellow WHACTE 

members.  The twentieth anniversary of National Poetry Month will be commemorated in April 2016, 

and we, along with our students, need to be ready to join the celebration!   

 

 

 

Diane M. Miller is an Assistant Professor at the University of Houston-Downtown. 
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Harmony! Congeniality! Flexibility! Respect! 

Empathy! Those are the core values that drive my 

energy to feel at ease wherever I am. Evidently, the 

two places where people spend most of their time are 

at home and at work. At home, the family dynamic, 

based on the interaction established within the family 

members, is different from the one being set up with 

our coworkers.  

To begin with, at work, the scenario is not the same. 

Zooming in for a close-up picture, schools are a 

palette of mixed components. For example, our school 

is a small reflection of our city, Houston. It is a 

cocktail of diversity, including ethnicity and 

languages. Based on that wide spectrum, to be able to 

maintain a positive environment throughout the school 

year is a big challenge. A challenge that I like to face 

and I like to instill and promote at all times. It is a 

personal stand that I love to embrace.  

The simple habits of greeting our students with a smile 

on our faces, of welcoming them at our classroom 

doors, of looking at people in their eyes and giving 

them a hint of a smile when we pass them by, of 

offering our help and support when we encounter a 

stressed face, of verbalizing people’s effort with a 

simple recognition such as a brief comment and so on 

and so forth, undoubtedly and unequivocally create 

and promote a positive work learning environment. 

These simple habits work fine in our school and make 

it a  place where all staff and students can feel 

respected, supported, appreciated and overall valued 

as human beings. No matter how old we are.  

We all deserve to be nurtured and validated socially 

and emotionally in order to be able to get the best  out 

of us. And when I say the best, I say it without any 

reservations because no gaps should be left to be filled 

up with negative attitudes or connotations that 

diminish our self-esteem and well-being. So, I truly 

believe in the need to be aware of this point in 

question. I advocate for a positive environment where 

everyone feels energized to his highest level and 

motivated to work with pride. I specifically believe 

that experienced teachers have to assume the 

responsibility to provide advice and support for new 

teachers, who are in desperate need to cope with all 

the requirements and deadlines. 

As Marylin Suttle has said, “People who work in an 

environment where doing their best is recognized 

have a better chance of feeling good about their 

work”. This quote synthesizes the message I am 

trying to convey. After all, it is at work where many 

people spend most of their time. It is thus crucial for 

everyone, students, co-workers and administrators to 

maintain an open communication and relationship 

that go both ways. One that is a two-way street- 

where you can hear, but also be heard to create a 

sense of belonging. On the same token, a sense of 

unity is essential. To work towards the same goals is 

powerful and rewarding. I am not saying that this 

process is easy. There are no doubts that critical 

issues have to be confronted on a daily basis such as 

bullying, teacher burnout and disengaged students. 

The problems mentioned above and so many others 

more affect all of us on a small or large scale. The 

solution is not out of reach. The solution is attainable 

and doable if all of us become conscientious of our 

emotional, social and physical needs. It requires 

intense work, but is not impossible. We may need to 

try several times before we get what we really want. 

The idea is not to give up.  

The idea behind this point is to understand and trust 

one another to make a better place. The BEST!    

The team spirit has to transcend the school 

boundaries. If that sense of accomplishment is 

reached, then drawbacks and concerns are easier to 

be solved. Consequently, a positive work 

environment is in place and ready to be sustained 

with strong effort and determined will power.  

Stella Aramayo is an Intervention Specialist with 

Spring Branch Independent School District. 

A Positive School Work Environment by Stella Aramayo 
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I am a non-practicing labor/employment lawyer who returned to my first love – teaching high school students 

– after a 20-year hiatus. After 17 years back in the classroom, this year I find myself as giddy as I was when 

entering law school many years ago.  Here’s why.  This summer I decided on an ambitious, daunting goal: to 

achieve 100% STAAR passage rate for my 9th graders.  Call it a grand social, academic experiment.   

“Aint No Mountain High Enough” 

I entered law school on a full scholarship as a single mom of a five year-old (severely asthmatic) and a nine 

year-old.  I returned to college after dropping out and changed my mind from becoming a journalist to 

becoming an English teacher.  I taught for two years before realizing just how little teachers were being paid 

(especially for a single parent).  I wanted to get the most out of the wonderful opportunity afforded me to go to 

law school.  So I decided, for the first time ever, to apply myself 100% academically. 

For the financial payoff, I needed to make law review. I needed to pass the bar on the first try. I needed to get a 

judicial clerkship. And, it couldn’t matter if I was the only African-American in my first year class, or the first 

one of my siblings to graduate from college.  I was blessed to reach all of my academic goals. 

So, here I am wondering what would happen,  if this year,  I focused 100% on getting my students prepared for 

the challenge of being successful on a test they have to pass in order to graduate from high school.  The payoff 

will be intrinsic – the reward of knowing my students and I achieved something most would consider 

impossible. 

When I entered law school, I created a “game plan”’ for juggling parenting and the demands and rigor of 

studying the law.  Now, I’m executing an instructional game plan that will allow me to continue to spark a 

love for reading and writing within my students, while honing their test-taking skills. 

My “Ride or Die” Posse 

For this social, academic experiment to work, I knew I needed a “ride or die” posse.  My students and I would 

need to bond in a way they could believe in my vision for their academic success. One of the things I really 

love about my high school is its cultural diversity.  Adding to the mix, my six freshmen classes contain a 

reasonable portion of Special Education students, English Language Learners, and students reading/writing 

below grade level.   

In a moment of reflection, this diversity inspired me to designate “thinking buddies” - - maximizing the 

benefits of peer support.  Much sooner than I anticipated, the thinking buddies have connected and are being 

accountable to each other’s academic success.  Even more exciting, my students have shown an eagerness to 

give me their best efforts.  To date, over 150 students have attended my morning, lunch, and afternoon 

tutorials in order to complete their two process writings: 1) an engaging short story that extends the plot of a 

mentor text and 2) a narrative poem formed from their short stories.   

It’s very early in this year-long journey.  I’ll keep you posted. 

 

F. Kate Mitchell teaches English I at Kempner High School in Fort Bend Independent School District. 

A Teacher’s Journey to Shake Things Up by F. Kate Mitchell 
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A few years ago, I began to grow aware of an incongruity in my classroom when it came to technology: While 

I knew process trumped product in workshop, I was not applying the same mantra to technology. I would 

conduct reading/writing workshop and, once in a blue moon, have a “technology lesson” where we interrupted 

workshop, traipsed down to the computer lab, created a product, and then resumed workshop back in the 

classroom.  The term “technology integration” implies incorporation and unification, but I consistently put 

technology components in a little box outside of the reading and writing processes.   

I began a year-long quest to change how I approached the role of technology, thinking of my students’ needs 

as well as pushing myself to embed technology seamlessly. I no longer had technology lessons; I had lessons 

that used technology. During this paradigm shift, three concepts became apparent: 

1. Mindful Selection  

Just as with texts, strategies, and mini-lessons, selections of digital tools must be thoughtful and purposeful. 

Certain digital tools lend themselves more to ELA than others, and some tools take twice as long to complete 

an objective compared to what my students could do with a pen and paper. Therefore, it is important that the 

technology tools, like Answer Garden, optimize instruction time or, like Google Docs, mirrors effective 

collaborative writing similar to professional writers. 

2. Process Over Product 

There are many flashy technology products that a person not familiar with the ELA curriculum may be 

impressed by; however, these products can easily create a pretty but otherwise shallow result. We English 

teachers know a draft so marred with revisions that it looks like a Jackson Pollack is a thing of beauty showing 

a writer’s dedication to craft, while an attractive video merely recreating the events of a narrative lacks 

analysis and originality. I had to be ever vigilant for tools that did not lend themselves to rigorous work. 

Therefore, it became vital that any product a student created with technology came from a place of depth and 

thoughtfulness just as any writing product is the end result of intellectual work and skill-growth.  

3. Start with the Learning Objective 

Technology poses challenges in ELA classes unlike those of many other content areas. My students must 

write. My students must read. Letting students make up a video script extemporaneously would work for a 

science or social studies curriculum where factual concepts are the focus. For ELA, I had to learn how not to 

let the technology be an “activity”, but rather, how to truly imbed technology at different points within the 

writing process. It became imperative that I continue to lesson plan with the ELA TEKS in mind, looking for 

places within lessons where technology enhances the reading and writing experiences. Seeking out 

professional development where I could be exposed to a wide variety of these tools, as well as personally 

exploring tools already pre-approved by my district for the age-group I teach, made it easier for me to see 

where the tools best fit within a lesson that focused on ELA skills.  

Often times it is easy to look at our students glued to electronics, label them digital natives, and assume they 

are tech savvy. But over time, I’ve seen that students use technology primarily for entertainment and 

socialization, where future employers want employees skilled in creation and collaboration. We have high 

school upperclassmen able to update social media websites, but not able to properly double space a Word 

document. Usage is not an indicator of skill. 

If we are to build the technology skills of our young readers and writers, we must consider integration of 

technology in authentic ways. Professional writing and reading will not be confined to paper. To prepare 

students for the multimodal literacies needed in the 21st century, teachers of English must incorporate 
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technology thoughtfully and with precision. Just like using the workshop model can pose greater challenges 

but result in far more learning than bookwork and worksheets, true technology integration can be challenging 

but far, far more rewarding to the development of students’ skills. 

As with integrating the workshop model, technology integration is a journey, not a destination. It is a trek I 

will continue on for years to come. So I invite my fellow teachers to become travel companions as we navigate 

the growing technologies and build the 21st century literacies of our students.   
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There is nothing more pleasurable and important than learning new things. Although, in an era where many 

people still have the idea that instruction must be in a formal and serious environment, the fact of the matter is 

that “success is only meaningful and enjoyable if it feels like your own,” (Michelle Obama). “This is boring! I 

am not going to do anything because I am bored!” these are just some expressions heard in a traditional 

classroom setting. As educators, we expect our children to increase their knowledge and expand their skills to 

become academically advanced. According to Adam Fletcher, an internationally recognized expert on 

engaging people, "Students are engaged when they are attracted to their work, persist despite challenges and 

obstacles, and take visible delight in accomplishing their work."  One of the leading challenges educators 

confront nowadays is that students are getting detached from learning. Through engaging in fun instruction, 

teachers can make learning more attractive, pleasant, and beneficial.  

 

One critical area in schools where students need to get engaged to fully take advantage of their academic 

experience is language arts, since reading and writing are the foundation to all acquisition of knowledge. To 

get students interested to start on reading and writing activities, one of the many exciting learning strategies a 

teacher can use in the classroom is role playing. With role play, students feel motivated and remain engaged in 

learning since this strategy accentuates the social nature of learning. This speaking activity allows students to 

take the perspective of any character as they feel identified with the characters in an invented situation. By 

acting out, students acquire the abilities to solve problems and manage conflicts in an effective way. In 

addition, implementing this strategy benefits students to improve other abilities like debriefing, in which 

students reflect and discuss what they learned throughout the process of the activity performed. Similarly, role 

playing leads students to think critically as they have to make choices on what to include when they are given 

written assignments, which helps them to grow as writers. Role playing is workable at any grade level. We can 

hear PK teachers utilizing this role playing strategy as a necessary component of cognitive and social 

development and even high school teachers embracing the idea of using this strategy. The importance of role 

playing depends on the teacher’s intervention to make sure the instructional objectives are met.    

 

Another strategy to increase students’ motivation to learn in any subject area is using technology. As 

educational technology is everywhere, a teacher may implement technological tools to motivate students to get 

engaged in all the areas. Through technology, teacher can expose children to instructional games performed in 

school computers. For instance, in language arts students become more competent in reading by using 

instructional reading programs while enjoying the activities.  Their academic background increases since those 

programs inspire students to become knowledgeable readers as these tools provide them with reading skills to 
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reach every subject such as social studies, science and mathematics. Along with that, the use of games and 

simulations are very attractive to students, which at the same time allow them to learn concepts in a fun, 

challenging, critical, and sometimes even implicit manner. 

 

Learning can be gratifying and exciting. By means of utilizing pleasurable strategies, a teacher can help 

students to learn in an amusing manner. Role play can be demanding in terms of preparation and execution. 

Also, having access to technology tools is subject to budgetary constraints. In spite of that, the work and 

sacrifices by teachers and administrators of schools is rewarded by the increase of students’ stimulation to 

learn in a joyful school environment. The best way to accomplish the different academic goals is to make a 

learning atmosphere more pleasant by trying amusing and entertaining strategies that have to be implemented 

one step at the time. Since motivation is the key to become self-regulated learners, providing students with an 

engaging educational environment is a fundamental component of an effective classroom.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Norma Cabrera is an educator with Spring Branch Independent School District. 
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A few days ago in our Language Arts methods 

class, my professor, Dr. Miller, shared Sandra 

Cisneros’s short story “Eleven” with us. Rachel, who 

is turning eleven years old, narrates the account of her 

birthday. She is forced by her teacher, Mrs. Price, to 

claim a terrible, old, smelly red sweater, and when the 

embarrassed Rachel meekly says it isn’t hers, Mrs. 

Price insists it is hers and makes her put it on in front 

of the entire class. Later in the day, another student 

remembers the red sweater is hers, and Mrs. Price acts 

like everything is fine. The apology Rachel was 

hoping for never came.  

After hearing this story, I realized what a huge 

impact teachers have on their students, negatively and 

positively. What may seem like nothing—a tiny, 

fleeting moment in the day for a teacher—can make or 

break a child’s entire day. When I was in second grade 

I wrote a book report on my favorite book, Pippi 

Longstocking. When my teacher, Mrs. Doty, returned 

my paper to me, she told me what a lovely piece it was 

and that she couldn’t wait to read what I wrote next. 

Yes, I’m sure she said that to each of her students, but 

saying those few words to me before walking to the 

board to begin her lesson meant a lot to my little eight-

year-old self. She probably has no recollection of that 

day, but 20 years later I still remember everything 

about that moment:  the blue dress she wore with the 

little white flowers, her tiny silver earrings that 

dangled, the chalk dust on her fingers, and the red 

smiley face she drew in the zeros of the “100,” right 

on the top of my paper for everyone to see. She could 

have simply put the paper down on my desk and let 

the "100" speak for itself, but she didn't. Instead, she 

chose to take those few seconds to build my self-

confidence and ignite my love of writing. 

 I’m not a teacher yet, but as a mom to my own 

children I understand the desire to take advantage of 

all of those teachable moments. You want so badly for 

them to “get it,” and you can see how much they 

want it, too. And on the longest, hardest, most 

overwhelming days when you just want to bang your 

head against a wall because you think absolutely 

nothing is getting through to them, it happens. The 

tiniest, sweetest moment just…happens. They have 

that “aha” moment, and all of the hard work, the day 

in, day out effort, is instantly worth it. All of those 

big lessons come down to that one small, amazing 

twinkle in time. You taught them something they 

will remember forever. No one can take that 

knowledge away.  

As Rose Kennedy once said, “Life isn’t a 

matter of milestones, but of moments.” Life isn’t 

about the trips to Disney World. True significance is 

found in the questions about how God made the 

clouds, grass, dirt, tractors, backpacks, and baseballs 

on the way home. It isn’t about the over-the-top, 

blowout birthday parties with mountains of presents; 

it’s about when everyone goes home and you realize 

your baby is one year older than she was yesterday.  

It isn’t even about the pictures and statuses we post 

on Facebook and Instagram for everyone to see. The 

most impactful moments, the smallest ones, are the 

ones given no recognition at all—the ones unseen to 

the rest of the world. Having empathy about a 

smelly, old sweater, taking the time to inspire a 

student through a few encouraging words, and 

nurturing a child’s curiosity by patiently answering 

each question bring significance when we least 

expect it.  In my relatively brief time on this earth, I 

have come to understand that I need to find joy in 

those small moments in life. One day, when I’m old 

and gray, I’m going to look back and realize they 

were the big ones. 

                                                                  

Heather Echols is a Pre-Service Teacher with the 

University of Houston Downtown. 
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Inspired by Carol McCloud’s Have you Filled Y our Bucket Today? 

 

My bucket, this rusting bucket, I can’t help but notice its aged appearance.  Lifting it carelessly up, I peruse the 

blatant crack in its rusting internal circumference.  Thinking to myself, I wonder if the Blacksmith is a 

charitable smith who would allow me to have more than one bucket for this life time.  I slowly drop my head 

in disgrace; I know we all only get one bucket. 

 

It is no wonder I cannot fill it; I have too many holes, too many dents.  Each dent representing some negative 

verbal exchange with a colleague, a dismissive glance at a student, an intentional defiant act toward 

administration, a worthless writing assignment to count as a major grade, and I have yet to acknowledge the 

things I have done beyond the realm of my water well.  Though I do not, their imprint is visible through its 

tarnished appearance and the fall air that is able to seep through.   Perhaps, just perhaps, the Blacksmith will 

give me a new bucket; maybe He even knows of another water well from which I could fill my bucket.   

  

Arriving at His shed, I feel the heat from the kindled flames beating against the natural fall wind and splashing 

tumultuously against my cheeks.  Opening the door, I peer across the room to find The Smith working on a 

horseshoe.  He feels the air and knows I am in His workplace, but he does not move. 

 

“How can I help you?” 

 

People have said that He knows everything about a person before they even tell Him, so why was He wasting 

His time asking me what help I need? He already knows.  Would me acknowledging my issue make a 

difference in the condition of my bucket? 

 

“Well, I’ve messed up my bucket.” 

 

“How?” 

 

What the mess, Sir, I thought to myself, I already know You know how; must we go into detail about them; it 

would take a lifetime to try to acknowledge all of those incidents much less remember them all. 

 

“See, what had happened was,... I think..., no, no, I know... I ran over my bucket a couple of times because I 

was tired of carrying it around; my hope was for my bucket to be shattered and be deemed unusable.” 

 

“I see.  And, did it shatter?” 

 

I held up my bucket as though I was a child who had ruined her mother’s favorite MAC lipstick. 

 

“No,” I trepidatiously replied, “I just want a lighter bucket; you don’t understand its weight on me.” 

 

With that remark, His eyes infuriated with an alarming crimson color, and just as quickly, cooled to its 

mahogany state. 

 

“No, I designed this bucket specifically for you; You know, I knew you before you were born, and I know 

your lineage.  To suggest you cannot carry your bucket is to deny your family history and return My word 

written in history void; I will not allow that.”   
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“What will you allow?”  

 

“Give me your bucket.” 

 

As he reached out His arms to retrieve the bucket, I noticed his appearance.  Odd, I thought, I usually am able 

to remember what a person looks like, but the Blacksmith I saw when I initially entered into the shed was not 

the Blacksmith who was now forging my bucket.  His protective mask attempted to hide a thorn patterned 

array of scars surrounding his temple.  His muscular shoulders were lathered in soot from the ash.  Oddly, the 

soot was not able to conceal the cryptic linear scars on his arms.  Glancing over his feet, The Blacksmith did 

not have boots on to protect himself from the arbitrary sparks loosened from the heated metal.  I tried not to 

drop my jaw, but I noticed the quarter-sized hole in both of his feet.  Skin had only forested the outer rim and 

inner edges of the wound.  Adding timber to the fire, He began reshaping and remolding my bucket.  Every 

hammered out dent equated to a burning throbbing within my heart; I thought as though I was having a heart 

attack and found myself in a bowed down position.  As I feebly attempted to raise myself back up, He was 

staring directly at me. 

 

“Do you know me.” 

 

Rythmically flowing, gently burning, tears slid down my face as though they even acknowledged His presence 

 

“Yes.” 

 

As He continued to forge my bucket, He spoke,“Though you do not know the plans I have for you directly; 

know I have planned them for your victory and not for your demise.  Just as I am able to comfort you and 

renew your bucket; I charge you to do the same for my people; yes, even the ones you would rather not know.” 

 

He lifts my bucket into the air with an unspeakable joy.  I must admit His craftsmanship is like no other 

smith’s I have known.  My bucket looked brand new, and the longer I marveled at what He had done, the more 

my own spirit felt restored.  He nodded his head and placed His hand over mine and spoke. 

 

“Remember it is not about you.  Fill their buckets each day with love, joy, peace, forgiveness, kindness, 

goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control that they might know me through you.  Those who speak 

against you, who mock you, have not seen nor will they know what good things I have planned for you; do not 

focus upon their shallow behavior.  I just need you to focus on making it each day back and forth from the well 

I have assigned you to until I tell you to go.” 

 

I could not mutter a sound.  I fell to my knees with tears streaming down asking Him for forgiveness, pledging 

my faithfulness, acknowledging who He was, asking for direction, pleading for guidance, and ensuring Him of 

my determination.  

 

“Ms. Buford, are you okay?” 

 

I lifted my eyes open, and there I was, in room 221.  My students looked at me as though they were in shock I 

wasn’t at my door checking their dress code and asking if they had their homework.  Bryan, one of my more 

challenging students walked up to me. 

 

“Ms. B, I ain’t got my homework; I know you gonna get mad.” 
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I looked at him, nodded and smiled. 

 

“It’s okay Bryan, I have another copy on the stand; pick one up and do it before we discuss it.” 

 

“Cool, I got ya Ms. B.” 

 

Going over to my desk, I began to check role on the computer.  My rolling chair tipped over a circular object 

underneath my desk.  As I bent over to investigate, I discovered a finely polished bucket under my desk with 

Galatians 5:22-23 inscribed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Brandie J. Buford is Assistant Professor in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction in Texas 

Southern University’s College of Education. 
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My thoughts of late are of the value of our collaboration with colleagues to our work in educating students.   

Recently, I left my old district after ten years to join Houston Independent School District’s newly formed 

Secondary Curriculum and Development Literacy Team.  While I miss many of the people I have left behind, 

my new group and the work have me bounding out the door each morning.  My days are filled with teaching in 

classrooms, learning from brilliant colleagues, and planning professional development based on the hope that 

we can facilitate the growth of lifelong readers, writers and thinkers. 

Those who have been lucky enough to benefit from the expertise of truly outstanding fellow educators know 

how special it is.  My literacy team feels to me like a gift, not an expensive store-bought item, but something 

handmade with care over time.  My seven fellow instructional coaches are among the most intelligent, caring, 

and dedicated educators I have met, each bringing their years of experience and wisdom to our reflections on 

teaching.  Our leader, Mechiel Rozas, is committed to best practice and inspires us to change what literacy 

instruction means for our students.  Most of all, she believes in us.   

And we are united in shared instructional beliefs.  We believe students require teachers who model themselves 

as readers and writers, making their thinking visible as they read and write alongside students.  We believe 

students grow by immersion in authentic texts they can and want to read and writing on personally meaningful 

topics.  We believe that teaching social imagination, viewing things from another’s perspective, is essential to 

promoting tolerance and justice.  We believe that a dialogic classroom based on a respectful exchange of 

multiple viewpoints prepares students to be responsible citizens in a democratic society. 

I have no illusions that despite my joy in working with such great people, there is challenging work and 

difficult times ahead, not just for my team but for educators across the country.  We all still face the pressure 

of balancing meaningful instruction with the pressures of standardized testing, in a political climate where the 

folks trying to teach our nation’s children are treated with skepticism at best and persecution at worst. 

Not every teacher has the kind of supportive leadership I currently enjoy.  Yet in whatever setting we find 

ourselves, like-minded educators can find comfort and hope in collegiality and friendship.  I am not a very 

religious man, but Jesus said, “Where two or three are gathered in my name, there I am with them.”   When 

two exhausted teachers share ideas late after school about how to make tomorrow’s lesson meaningful to their 

students, the spirit of what is right is with them. Through the raging tempest of today’s educational climate, the 

bond of what we know to be right for kids sustains us and our efforts. 

When one is given a gift, it’s a sin to waste it.  Educators are granted the unique chance to directly impact 

students’ lives. Though sometimes the cards may be stacked against us, we should look on our gift with hope.  

Easier said than done, I know.  But through the strength and wisdom of our colleagues, we turn from despair to 

hope again and again, eager to resume the work of the day. 

 

 

 

Stephen Winton is an Instructional Coach with Houston Independent School District. 
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W.H.A.C.T.E. shares the commitment of the N.C.T.E. in recognizing teachers’ profound influence on 

English language arts education.  W.H.A.C.T.E. is providing members of participating school districts 

two exciting scholarship opportunities.  

 

The Mercedes Bonner Scholarship is awarded to new English Language Arts teachers who have 

been in the classroom just one or two years.  

 

The Kent Williamson Grant is available to veteran teachers who have an idea for  a classroom 

project designed to aid in student learning and need funding to initiate the plan. 

 

The grants may be used for a variety of projects and materials, including books, software and other 

classroom materials. New teacher grants may also be used for professional development and continuing 

education. Each award includes a paid membership in W.H.A.C.T.E. and the Kent Williamson Grant 

also includes membership in N.C.T.E.  

 

You can find a description of each scholarship with rules and application forms on the W.H.A.C.T.E. 

website under Grants. The W.H.A.C.T.E. Board looks forward to reading your applications. 

 

Funding for that idea you have rolling around in your head is just a Click Away. 

Don’t Delay: the Deadline for Applications is November 2, 2015. 

 

We wish you luck! 

 

Continue the Legacy of Excellence in the Teaching of English 
 Apply Now 

Grant Opportunities by Donna Robinson 
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